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Abstract Hydration free energy calculations in explicit sol-1

vent have become an integral part of binding free energy2

calculations and a valuable test of force fields. Most of these3

simulations follow the conventional norm of keeping edge4

length of the periodic solvent box larger than twice the Lennard-5

Jones cutoff distance, with the rationale that this should be6

sufficient to keep the interactions between copies of the so-7

lute to a minimum. However, for charged solutes, hydration8

free energies can exhibit substantial box size-dependence9

even at typical box sizes. Here, we examine whether sim-10

ilar size-dependence affects hydration of neutral molecules.11

Thus, we focused on two strongly polar molecules with large12

dipole moments, where any size-dependence should be most13

pronounced, and determined how their hydration free ener-14

gies vary as a function of simulation box size. In addition15

to testing a variety of simulation box sizes, we also tested16

two Lennard-Jones cutoff distances, 0.65 nm and 1.0 nm.17

We show from these simulations that the calculated hydra-18

tion free energy is independent of the box-size as well as19

the Lennard-Jones cut-off distance, suggesting that typical20

hydration free energy calculations of neutral compounds in-21
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deed need not be particularly concerned with finite-size ef-22

fects as long as standard good practices are followed.23

Keywords hydration free energy · box size · free energy24

calculation25

1 Introduction26

Solvation free energy calculations based on classical molec-27

ular simulations are of considerable interest to test force28

fields, help guide pharmaceutical drug discovery, and com-29

pute other physical properties of interest. Thus, a large num-30

ber of tests have focused on computing hydration free en-31

ergies of both ions [6, 3] and neutral molecules [7]. Most32

commonly, these calculations are done via a thermodynamic33

transformation approach. In this so-called alchemical ap-34

proach, a solute is taken from the state in which it inter-35

acts fully with solvent, to a noninteracting state, via a se-36

ries of nonphysical intermediate states [11]. One key part37

of this transformation involves modifying the solute electro-38

statics, either by turning off the solute’s electrostatics inter-39

actions with its environment, or by turning off its charges40

entirely, and computing the associated free energy change,41

commonly known as the charging free energy.42

However, we now know that alchemical calculations of43

solvation of ions are affected in subtle ways by several algo-44

rithmic issues which profoundly impact the computed free45

energies, requiring analytical or semi-analytical corrections46

[6, 3]. For example, calculations done under periodic bound-47

ary conditions where the electrostatic interactions are de-48

fined by a periodic lattice sum method like Ewald summa-49

tion introduce several artifacts due to the limited size of the50

periodic simulation cell, compared to the bulk experimental51

systems we model, and require corrections for missing ionic52

interactions between the solute and distant solvent. While53
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(a) Compound 1 (b) Compound 2 (c) Simple Dipole

Fig. 1 Structure of compounds under study

these issues are now well understood for hydration free en-54

ergies of ions, and are beginning to be understood for bind-55

ing free energy calculations of charged ligands [10, 9], we56

were concerned that hydration free energy calculations of57

neutral compounds might encounter similar errors. For in-58

stance, neutral solutes simulated under periodic boundary59

conditions could potentially be missing dipole interactions60

with the other copies of the solute which, though smaller in61

magnitude, might still be substantial.62

Hence, our interest here is determining whether profound63

system size-dependence effects observed in calculations of64

ionic hydration free energies [6, 3] also adversely affect hy-65

dration free energy calculations for neutral solutes. Thus,66

our study directly tests this empirically by calculating hydra-67

tion free energies for representative solutes with high dipole68

moments, and a simple dipole, at a variety of simulation box69

sizes ranging from smaller than typical, to extremely large.70

2 Theory71

Alchemical free energy calculations work by computing the72

difference between the desired two end states (here, the so-73

lute in water and the solute in gas) along a nonphysical (al-74

chemical) path. A series of intermediate thermodynamic states75

are introduced to make this practical. The free energy of76

each of these states is computed using the Multistate Ben-77

nett Acceptance Ratio (MBAR) [1, 12]. The computed free78

energy has an uncharging contribution, corresponding to the79

free energy of turning off the electrostatic interactions be-80

tween the solute and the solvent, and a non-polar contri-81

bution, where the solute-solvent Lennard-Jones interactions82

are turned off using soft core potentials [2] in the absence83

of molecular charges. Depending on the details, the elec-84

trostatic contribution may instead involve the free energy of85

turning off the solute’s partial charges entirely, in which case86

an additional set of calculations computes the free energy of87

turning the solute internal electrostatic interactions back on88

in the gas phase as here. The total hydration free energy is89

∆Ghyd = ∆Gchg,vac−∆Gchg−∆GLJ , where ∆Gchg de-90

notes the free energy of turning off the electrostatics in wa-91

ter, ∆Gchg,vac denotes the same quantity for vacuum, and92

∆GLJ denotes the free energy of turning off the solute-93

water Lennard-Jones interactions in water.94

Solvation free energy calculations are typically done by95

introducing the molecule in a nanoscale explicit solvent com-96

putational box simulated under periodic boundary condi-97

tions. Ideally the solvent should be a bulk system of macro-98

scopic size and the electrostatic interactions should be treated99

under non-periodic boundary conditions. Since it is not prac-100

tical to use a macroscopic simulation box, the conventional101

norm is to keep the edge length of the box greater than solute102

size plus twice the Lennard-Jones cutoff distance. As noted,103

this results in substantial finite-size effects for alchemical104

calculations of hydration free energies of charged solutes,105

but in principle could also result in similar effects for highly106

polar solutes. Thus, these finite-size effects have seen sub-107

stantial interest as they pertain to binding and solvation of108

ionic solutes, and various correction schemes have been pro-109

posed [10, 9]. In principle some of these corrections, espe-110

cially the correction term for missing solute-solvent interac-111

tions due to system’s periodicity, could apply to solvation of112

neutral molecules as well, especially for relatively polar so-113

lutes [10, 9]. Here we are interested in the overall effect of114

the solvent box size on the calculated free energy for polar115

molecules as well as on the uncharged and Lennard-Jones116

contributions to the calculated free energies, to test whether117

these issues have an appreciable effect at typical simulation118

box sizes [6, 3].119
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Fig. 2 Calculated hydration free energy for Compound 1, 2 and the
simple dipole as a function of the solvent box size.

3 Results and Discussion120

Here, we essentially find no significant box size-dependence121

for hydration free energy calculations of neural, polar so-122

lutes at typical simulation box sizes. Below, we detail these123

null results.124

We selected two polar molecules, Compound 1 (Figure125

1A) and Compound 2 (Figure 1B), to investigate the effect of126

the box size of the solvent on hydration free energies. Com-127

pound 1, which is a derivative of anthraquinone, has a dipole128

moment of approximately 6 Debye, while Compound 2, ni-129

trobenzene, has a dipole moment of approximately 5 Debye.130

We focused deliberately on molecules with high dipole mo-131

ments as we expect that the leading-order term in any box-132

size dependent correction would scale with the molecular133

dipole moment. We also investigated a simple dipole, with134

dipole moment 0.5 Debye, (Figure 1C) which just has two135

carbon atoms connected by a single bond.136

The simulations were set up as discussed in the Materials137

and Methods Section. Briefly, the molecules were solvated138

in a rhombic dodecahedral water box for a variety of dif-139

ferent simulation cell sizes, from very small, to typical, to140

large. The free energy of solvation in water was calculated141

using alchemical transformation methods [11]. In this ap-142

Table 1 Derivative of the free energy difference with respect to the
box-edge length obtained using bootstrap sampling

LJ cut-off = 0.65 nm LJ cut-off = 1.0 nm
∆Ghyd/∆d ∆Ghyd/∆d
(kJ/mol/nm) (kJ/mol/nm)

Compound 1 -0.13 ± 0.06 -0.01 ± 0.07
Compound 2 0.10 ± 0.07 -0.03 ± 0.04
simple dipole -0.05 ± 0.07 -0.21 ± 0.11

proach, the parameter λ controls the progress of the alchem-143

ical transformation – qualitatively, it controls the strength of144

interactions between the solute and its environment and (de-145

pending on setup) the strength of any internal non-bonded146

interactions. Calculations at each box size involved 20 sep-147

arate simulations with 20 different λ values . We used two148

separate λ values, the first one to modify the solute charges149

and the second one to modify the Lennard-Jones (LJ) inter-150

actions between the solute and its environment. Free energy151

differences between the fully charged, full LJ state and the152

uncharged, noninteracting state are computed using MBAR153

[1, 12] and summed. We also computed the free energy of154

modifying the solute internal interactions in the gas phase155

using the same procedure. The hydration free energy was156

obtained by calculating the difference in the free energy of157

the molecule in water relative to the free energy in the gas158

phase, as in our standard approach [8].159

Figure 2 shows the calculated hydration free energy for160

the three molecules as a function of the box edge length161

of our periodic rhombic dodecahedral simulation box. For162

Compounds 1 and 2 the image distance or box edge (d) that163

determines the box volume was in the range of approxi-164

mately 2 nm to 9 nm. For the simple dipole the box edge165

was in the range of 1.6 nm to 4 nm. A typical box edge for166

free energy simulations is 3 nm.167

We used the bootstrap method [11] to obtain the statisti-168

cal uncertainty in the derivative of free energy with respect169

to the box-edge length. We conducted 10000 bootstrap tri-170

als, where each one consisted of constructing a new set of171

results by randomly selecting from the original results, with172

replacement. For each new set, we computed the slope of a173

best-fit line, which measures the derivative of the free energy174

with respect box-edge length. The uncertainty was taken as175

the standard deviation of the slope over 10000 trials. This176

data is presented in Table 1. The average value of the deriva-177

tive for all the lines in Figure 2 is insignificant. Based on the178

average value of the derivatives in Table 1 we can conclude179

that the free energy simulations are independent of the sol-180

vent box size and that if there is any edge-dependence it is181

less than 0.2 kJ/mol/nm over the box edge lengths consid-182

ered.183

We also conducted free energy calculations using two184

different Lennard-Jones cut off distances and, as shown in185

Figure 2, we find that the hydration free energy is indepen-186
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Fig. 3 Lennard-Jones interaction Energy for Compounds 1, 2 and the
simple dipole as a function of the solvent box size

dent of this parameter, as it should be for a homogeneous187

system as here, when a long-range Lennard-Jones disper-188

sion correction is included [14].189

In order to further investigate whether there is a box size190

dependence for the unchanging and Lennard-Jones contri-191

butions of the free energy for the different alchemical states192

we closely looked at those energies for different solvent box193

sizes, and found no significant size-dependence. These re-194

sults are presented in Figures 3 and 4. The electrostatic con-195

tribution of hydration free energy in Figure 4 was obtained196

from the first four alchemical states where the λchg values197

changes from 0 (full solute partial charges) to 1.0 (no so-198

lute partial charges). The Lennard-Jones contribution of hy-199

dration free energy was obtained from the alchemical states200

where the λLJ values changes from 0 (full interaction) to 1201

(no interactions) with the electrostatic interactions already202

turned off. From Figures 3 and 4 its clearly evident that the203

charging and Lennard-Jones contributions of free energy are204

independent of the size of the simulation box.205
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Fig. 4 Electrostatic interaction Energy for Compounds 1, 2 and the
simple dipole as a function of the solvent box size

4 Conclusions206

Here, motivated by recent work which found profound finite-207

size effects in calculations of hydration and binding free208

energies of ionic solutes or ligands, we looked for similar209

effects on hydration of neutral solutes. We found that box210

sizes for typical simulations used for solvation calculations211

are adequate and do not cause any finite-size effects, at least212

at the level of statistical precision for our calculations. Thus,213

our work suggests that standard best practices are adequate214

for hydration of neutral solutes, even those with substantial215

dipole moments.216

Materials and Methods217

The GROMACS 4.5.3 software package was used for all218

simulations. Explicit solvent molecular dynamics simula-219

tions were performed with TIP3P[5] water and general AM-220

BER forcefield (GAFF) [16] small molecule parameters as221

assigned by ANTECHAMBER package[15]. AM1-BCC [4]222

partial charges were used for the molecules. The molecules223

were solvated in a rhombic dodecahedral water box starting224

with a box edge length of 2.2 nm for Compound 1 and 1.8225
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nm for Compound 2. The box edge lengths were increased226

at increments of 0.4 nm up to approximately 9 nm for both227

compounds. Two different Lennard-Jones cut-off distances,228

0.65 nm and 1.0 nm, were used in our simulations. The cor-229

responding cut-off distances for the short-range neighbor list230

was set to 0.7 nm and 1.2 nm.231

The hydration free energy calculations involved several232

simulations at different alchemical λ values as described233

elsewhere[13]. In these simulations we used two separate234

λ values, one to control the modification of solute partial235

charges and the other to control the modification of Lennard-236

Jones interactions. Specifically λchg was set to [0.0 0.25 0.5237

0.75 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0238

1.0 1.0] and λLJ was set to [0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.05 0.1 0.2239

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1.0]. At each240

λ value, the starting structure was minimized using steep-241

est descent for 1500 steps. The minimized structure was242

run through a constant volume equilibration step consisting243

of 10 ps followed by a 100ps of constant pressure equili-244

bration. The production part of the simulation were run at245

each λ value for 5 ns for Compound 1 and simple dipole246

and 50 ns for Compound 2, at constant volume. Langevin247

dynamics was used for temperature control and the refer-248

ence temperature was 300 K. Particle Mesh Ewald (PME)249

method was used for long-range electrostatic interactions250

with a grid space of 0.1 nm. All other protocols were as de-251

scribed previously[8].252

5 Supporting Information253

The calculated free energies and the box-edge lengths for the254

three compounds we studied are presented as supplementary255

tables.256
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